PRESENTING the overwhelming evidence of a TERRORISM RACKET

SUGGESTION: Please review entire page 1 first, to get the whole flow, then review links for details later.

LINKS are for validation, clarification, expansion, but everything is so numerous and complex, interlinked and interwoven, you'll get lost.

INDEX on HOME PAGE-1-B (YOU ARE HERE)

- No official Investigation ... so far
- PATRIOT Act
- Smoking guns + FBI whistleblowers
- War Games on 9/11, 90 min Standdown
- phys evidence - Towers demo'ed
- Cynthia McKinney - crime hunter
- Psy-ops: how it works
- DIS-info - buildings video, web
- Ridiculing the Official Story
- Indie Investigators - Links
- free Video Downloads
- key outside webs, free audio
- Our likely sad Future - TYRANNY
- History and Future "Islamic Extremism"
- Nazis in America
- Serial Killers in suits
- Militarized Police State by Pentagon - Martial Law
- staged Elections 2004, 2000, 1992? ...

- Media - failure or complicit?
- Liberal media (run by Intell ops)
- IRAQ
- U.S. Constitution: remember that?

HOTTEST TOPICS

< SITE MAP of pages >
INDEX on HOME PAGE-1-A 2 of 3

- FBI Declines Saudi Documents
- Who Profited off DEATH, Sep 11?
- The End Game? Global Conquest
- policy-1975-> "CREATE a PRETEXT to grab OIL"
- related: Economic Liberty or Slavery
- Many Warnings, FBI, Official Lies
- Oh No!! DON'T INVESTIGATE!! Anthrax + London
- Madrid and Bali bombings
- 9-11 Commission: STACKED! Warren redux
- Building 7 - the extra tower that fell
- EXPLOSIONS took down WTC
- what is a CONSPIRACY THEORY?
- Bill Clinton's role
- John Kerry's link Iran-Contra and BCCI
- Torture ALL of them!!
- JFK redux? stay tuned our show continues
- buy: Audio and Video and Books
- U.S. Constitution: remember that?

OTHER PAGES on SITE + OUTSIDE LINKS

"On the internet, your crimes live forever." - Justin Raimondo

fairly complete ● video-audio list

Al-Qaeda FOUNDER related topics list
- Al-Qaeda members history with the US gov
- LIST of Al-Qaeda members working for USG
- ANTHRAX and BIO-TERROR
- Amazing 9-11 ● audio, video, text, Ruppert, Hopsicker, Fintan Dunne, Chossudovsky, others
- Audiolinks ● to general politics and 9-11-specific media, Alex Jones & M. Parenti on far Right and far Left
- I was Banned from Dem Und and Freep
- Break for News ● audio THE NEXT LEVEL (really)
- BRZEZINSKI, Zbignew "Poppa" Al-Qaeda
- CLINTON—BUSCH
- DEMOCRATS and 911 more than laxity
- CONQUEST, CORP, GLOBAL NWO quotes, their stated plans
- ECONOMIC Globalism, poverty, war, tyranny
- Econ 911
  - Isafascism, global links to western capital
  - Distribution of Net Worth in America 1998 SHOCKING GRAPH!
- FALSE FLAG Operations - Synthetic Terror
- FASCIST Coup - 1933 - suppressed History
- FBI OBSTRUCTED, THWARTED what about "HIJACKERS"?
- HATING THE TROOPS - staged propaganda
- HUMOR - Tom Tomorrow
- Israel and 9-11 - Link or No?
- JFK murder and coverup
In a nutshell, a group called "Al-Qaida" or "Al-Qaeda" was apparently behind 9-11 ... but Al-Qaida is at least a twenty-five-year-old US-based covert operation, with Jihadist agents knowingly or unknowingly working for "secret" aspects of US-Globalist foreign policy, as it remains to the present day.

At a certain level, absolute proof of government/globalist complicity in the actual 9-11 attacks may be impossible, esp. when evidence has been destroyed. For a search warrant, the standard is merely probable cause, some evidence, even circumstantial. For indictment, the standard is sufficient evidence to merit a trial to determine guilt or innocence. For a civil case, the standard is "more likely than not".
For a criminal conviction, the standard is **beyond a reasonable doubt**. For **criminal conspiracy**, the standard is relaxed, just showing some evidence and other connections. **But first you need an investigation.**

**NO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION OF 9-11 HAS EVER BEEN COMPLETED.**
We just "know" who did it. That guy. The former employee of US covert ops.

Granted, it is nearly impossible to connect every single dot, but far more is available on the Kennedy assassination AND especially on September 11 than is normally required in an ordinary street crime (like trafficking in crack or meth) to result in search warrants or indictments.

The main method of criminal inquiry is to ask questions and cross-examine witnesses. It must be said that the reason there are "*unanswered questions*" is not some mystery. **It's because these questions cannot be answered** without either contradicting other answers (lying), or a full admission of guilt by the guilty ... which is unlikely to be forthcoming now, if ever, considering the punishment might be hanging.

The White House originally warned Tom Daschle and others against conducting any internal investigation of the crime, of the **cumulative security lapses**, of traceable **criminal connections**.

Investigations of money trails possibly leading to the Saudis -- and thereby possibly even to someone who is **closely connected with the Saudis** ---->>

--- were resisted and even outlawed (Exec Order W199i).
And blocked by Clinton previously.

Other investigations, even asking questions about many other aspects of 9-11 was criminalized, made punishable, first by edict of the President and the Justice Dept. then by the **PATRIOT Act** and the secret **PATRIOT Act II**.

**Ashcroft: Tougher Patriot Act needed**

**Bush Wins (America Loses): House Leaves Patriot Act As Is** - Alex Jones

**Bill of Rights** - Throw them all away? Screw Liberty?
The "PATRIOT Act" is a repressive "coordination" of the entities of force and deception, the police, intelligence and the military. It broadens, centralizes and combines the surveillance, arrest and harassment capabilities of the police and intelligence apparatus. Homeland defense is, in essence, a form of state terrorism directed against the American people and democracy itself. It is the Pentagon Inc. declaring war on America.

The "domestic war on terrorism" hinges upon the Pentagon's doctrine of homeland defense. Mountains of repressive legislation are being enacted in the name of internal security. So called "homeland security", originally set within the Pentagon's "operations other than war", is actually a case in which the Pentagon has declared war on America. Shaping up as the new battleground, this proliferating military "doctrine" seeks to justify new roles and missions for the Pentagon within America. Vast "legal" authority and funds to spy on the dissenting public, reconfigured as terrorist threats, is being lavished upon the defense, intelligence and law enforcement "community." - Frank Morales

Ashcroft, clarified:


IF you have a "Liberal" sense of humor, I suggest you read this humorous-
Is that how police detectives handle major crime, mass murder, by avoiding a criminal investigation??

The 9-11 Commission, initially resisted by the White House, was finally completed. But the Commission's official scope was restricted to looking only for lapses in procedures, and making recommendations for strengthening procedures ... like more and bigger departments with more dictatorial power and less public accountability.

SMOKING GUNS & FBI Whistleblowers

a few more examples of hundreds of unanswered questions and smoking guns, which may not individually prove anything ...

US officials in high positions got over 140 warnings on 9-11, from heads of state, and from FBI agents and informants ...

FBI investigations have been stymied, according to Randy Glass "sanitized by the highest levels of government", Sibel Edmonds and Robert Wright, Colleen Rowley, Harry Samit witness on Moussaoui case, and at least a half-dozen other FBI agents. Some including Wright contacted Republican House Atty. David Schippers, trying to get access to John Ashcroft in time to stop the attacks.

Other military and intelligence personnel like Col. Steve Butler publicly stated that Bush deliberately allowed 9-11 to happen because HE trained some terrorists at Defense Lang School in California.

Robert Wright: wrote a memo 91 days before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks warning that Americans would die as a result of the FBI’s failure..

Late July 2001: The Taliban Foreign Minister Wakil Ahmed Muttawakil learns that bin Laden is planning a "huge attack" on targets inside America. The attack is imminent, and will kill thousands.

Muttawakil sends an emissary to pass this information on to the US consul general, and another US official, "possibly from the intelligence services," also attends the meeting. The message is not taken seriously;

Upon further reflection I really became more aware of the complete irony of bombing Afghanistan in 2001 (which most Americans approved, even many peace activists):

- First, we installed Al-Qaeda in and around that whole region and made them a power base, using billions of dollars to do so. We even founded "Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb" (AIM) with Ammar al-Baluchi and Ali Abou Zeid.
A Terrorist Document
The FBI recently named the United States Constitution a potential "terrorist document".
A Terrorist Document
The FBI recently named the United States Constitution a potential "terrorist document".